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Abs t ract

This thesis deals with new RC active synËhesis meËhods that yield

low sensítiviÈies.

The ne\^r synthesis techniques are developed from tvTo new RC active

network structures togeËher r,rith their dual counterparts. The sËructures

are designed for the realizatíot of voltage and currerit transfer function.

Low sensitivities are obtained by large loop gain and/or opLimum Poly-

nouial decomposítions .

Apart from the low sensiÈívity feaËure, the proposed structures

have many other figures of merit. The transfer function does not contain

Èhe driving-point parameters of the tqro-ports, and hence the realizaluior.

of two RC two-ports is simple and straightfon^¡ard. As for cascade realizatLon,

buffàr arnplifiers may not be needed. Since Ëhe sensitÍvities consídered

are not dependent on the zeros of the transfer fr¡nction, pole-zero pairing

is quite arbítrary. Also, the structures are conditionally stable and

capable of realizing any rational transfer function excePt all-pass funcLions.
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Introduc tion

Until recently, RC active filters vlere not considered of any

praetical use because of theír high sensitivíty and possible self-oscillat,ion.

A variatíon of the active gains due to temperature, bias-level, hunr-idity,

aging, or tolerance margin rnight completely change the network charateristics.

The purpose of this study ís to find some solutions to the sensítiwity

problerns, particularly the sensitivity to the active elenents.

Modern active network synthesis is usually consid.ered to have

started with the publication of a synthesis meËhod using a negative-

impedance converter (NIC) by Linwill in 1954 t141. Synthesis techniques

ernployíng NICrs [rfJ, [fZl, tfg] are based on the idea of decomposing any

arbiÈrary polynom:ial into the difference of two polynonials each having

negaÈive real rooËs. AlËhough llorowitz decornposition [10] yiefds rainimum

pole sensitiviËy, iË is not usually optirnr:m for other kinds of sensitivities.

For a biquadratic function, it can be easily shown that the quality factor

sensitivity for Horowitz decomposition is approxímately proporÈional to

twíce. the quality factor, i.e., 2Q, which, ín Ëurn, indicates the límited

value of the techique in the realízation of high-Q networks.

Although Ëhe sensitiwity is improved ín RC-gyrator realization

[11], [17], [18],the practical implementation of an ideal þyrrtor is not



so econorlical as compared with a controlled source or a NIC. Another

drawback is that the Calahan decomposiËion [4] v¡hich is optimal in RC-

WraEor reaLiza|íon, is applicable only to a special class of polynomials.

On the other hand, most of RC active synÈhesis techniques using

controlled sources have the undesirable feature that the sensitivity

increased as the quality factor of the transfer function increases. IË

is shoron l2}l that some of the sensitivities are proPortional Ëo Q or Q2 '

and inversely proportional to the active gains. Thus, low sensitivity

xeaLízatLon requires high value of gains. aon""Ouently, the methods are

frequency limited.

This thesis is an aÈtempt to circumvenË some of Ëhe existing

difficulties ín realizing active netvrorks. The main part of the work is

in Chapter III . Two new RC active netï¡rork structures together with their

duals are presented. Methods of synthesis that yield stable networks with

low sensitivíties are developed.

Chapter II is a review of some basic concepts of sensitivity.

Since the ctrassical definition of root sensitivity lfg ] faifs to exist

for a nultiple root, a modified definition is suggested and some

consequences are derived.



Sen sitivity Meosures

The most important problem in RC active network synthesís ís the

sensitivities of the network due to parameter variations. Quantitative

estimates of the effect of prarameter changes are given by various sen-

sitívity measures. In this chapter, the three commonly used sensitivity

measures, ví2., the network function sensitivity, the root sensit.ivity, and

the quality factor sensitivity are introduced. Since the classical definition

t19] of root sensitivity fails to exist for the case of a nultiple root,

a modified version is suggesEed. Some sensitivity minimizations are also

discussed

2.L NETIüORK FUNCTTON SENSTTTVTTY IB], ÍL7l

For convenience in thís work, the concepts of return difference

of a single loop feedback system are discussed first. It has been noted

by Bode [3] that any network function of an active linear tíme-ínvariant

circuit can be expressed in a bilinear form in Ëerms of a single network

parameter, Lhus ít can be represent.ed by the fundamental single loop

feedback model as ín Fig. 2.1. For such a system, Ëhe closed loop trans-

mittance is given by

x2 ktt3r4z
T=- =Èo*

xl 1 - kr4,
(2. l_)



where

X1, X2, X3, X4 and k are the input signal'outPut signal,

controlling signalrcontrolled signal and controllíng parameter,

resPectivelY, and

X
Ĵ

L¿+3 -
x4 | x1=0

kt43 is called

, the transfer function of the feedback path,

rhe loop Lransmittance,

x2
to the leakage transmittance,

tlrz

*"

fr¡ndamental single loop feedback model.

(2.2)
x1

x3

x1

x2

k=0

Ë13 =

t4z

x4=o

X,4 x1=o

X

Fig.2.1 The

l_s

Definition 2.I.I ReÈurn Ratio and Return

The return ratío wíÈh respect Ëo k of the

defined as the negative of loop transrn-ittance

\. = -kt¿g

Difference

system shor¡n in Fig.2.1

Iul+3

and the reËurn difference with respect to k ís defined as

(2.3)



Fk=1-kt4g=1+Rk (2.4)

Ttre return difference with respect to a parameter k is a quantiLative

measure of the arnount of feedback acting around k. If Ëhe returrl difference

is greater than unity, the feedback is said to be negatíve,otherwise

it is a positíve feedback. The return difference can also be interpreted

physically as follows. Break the branch of int.erest, k, æ shown in

Fig.2.2. Transmit a signal of uniË strength at point ar while keepíng

Y"1

Fig.Z.2 Physical interpretation of

a

return difference.

the input Xl = 0. The difference between the transmitted signal

and the signal returned at point a is the return difference in terms

of k.

Defínition 2.L.2 Nu1l Return Difference

The null return difference is defined as the return difference

obtained under the condition that the input X1 is adjusted such that

the ouÈput signal X2 reduces to zero.

It follcn¡s from the definítion that

ktt3t4z

to

th3

aat

+
U

oFk=1-kt43+ (2.s)



Simple manipulations among expressions (2.L), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4)

ar.d (2.5) show that

FO
r _ s (2.6)' - '-o3 '

Fk

Network function sensitivity is a measure of the effect on Èhe

network function due to varíatíons of network parameters. The widely

used definítion is the one given as the inverse of Bodets sensitivíty

function [3].

Definitíon 2.L.3 Network Function SensiÈivíty
T

The network function sensitívíty, Sk, of the network function

T with respect to the netr¿ork parameter k is defined as

S,T

dlnT k dT

k dhk T dk
(2 .7)

Differentiating expressiorL (2.1) with respect to k gives

dT

-=
ttgt4z

dk (1-kr43)2
(2. 8)

Thus

^T 
k tt3t 

4zou = ; , r. - -%rf
1

= _(T_ro)
TFt

to
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It follows from equation (2.9) that the network function sensitívity

is inversely proportíonal to the reÈurn difference íf there ís no leakage

transmiËtance, i.e.,

1
sÏ = for to = o.t( T,'k

ï1
^Tok= 

- 
- j-F¡ r[

(2. 10)

Also, equaËions (2.6) and (2.9) give Èhe following explicit relation
I

between S;, Ft and F;

(2.LL)

Expression (2.9) suggests Èhree basíc ways of reducing the net¡¿ork

function sensiËivity [17] :

(1) design the network in such a way that the leakage

t.ransmittance is almost equal to the closed loop transrulttance over

the frequency band of interest,

(2) desígn Ëhe network with a return difference harring poles

at the frequeneies where Èhe sensitivity ís to be improved, 
:l

(3) design the network with a large return difference over the
t,

frequency band of ínterest

All of these sehemes have certain difficulties in practical implemen-

tations 
:

In the ensuing chapter, the strucËures of. zeto leakage transmiËtance

are developed so that the network function sensiÈivity is inversely

proportional to a large return difference.



2.2 ROOT SENSITIVITY

Root sensítívity is a measure of the effect on a zeto ot a pole

of a network funcËion due to variations of neÈwork parameËers.

Let a polynomial be writËen as

f(s,k)=f1(s¡+kf2(s) (2.L2)

where f1(s) and f2(s) are comPonent polynomials in s' k is the

parameÈer of interest.

Let s (k) be a zero of f (s,k).

Let so be the límit of s (k) as k approaches to its nominal

value ko, i.e.,

lim s(k) = so , (2.L3)
k-ko

in other words, so is a zero of f(srko).

The conventional definition of root sensitivity is the one

introduced by J. G. Truxal and I. M. ilorowitz t19l

^ ds(k) I

s:o = I e.L4)*o dk lk*ko

Despite of the fact that the incremental changes in the zeros

due to an incremental change in k are finite, iË has been shov¡n in

[11], [13], t17l that the root sensitivity defined by expression (2.L4)

becomes infinite for mulËiple zeros. To resolve this dilemma, a modified

definition is suggested ii the following.

For convenience, it. is necessary to inËroduce the following

concepË of "proper" multiplícity of. a zeto with respect to the parameter

k.

Let the multiplícity of so be m.



Definítion 2.2.L

The urultiplicity n Ís said to be "proper" with respect to k

if f.2G) ( and consequently ft(s) ) has no zero at s = sor

othen¿ise ttimpropertt 
.

A proper multiplicity with resPect to k has the property that

all the m zeros at s = so are affected by a variation of k. On the

other hand, if Èhe multiplicity ís improper with respect to k, there

exisË some zeros which remain at s = so regardless of Ëhe variaËíon

of k. As an example, consider

f(s,k) = f1(s) + kf2(s)

= s3+4s2+4s*l -{- k(s2+3s+2) (2.Ls)

At k = 1, s - -l Ls a zero of multipLícíEy 2. Since f.2G) also

vanishes at s = -1, Ëhe nultiplicity ís improper with respecË to k.

Indeed, if k changes from 1 Ëo 1.1, f(s,1.1) still has a zero at

s = -1, only the other zero shifts to the new location s = -1.05.

It should be noted that a proper rnultiplicity can always be

derived from an ímproper one by redefining the function as follows

f (s,k) = f1(s) + kf2(s) =
f (s,k)

(s-"o)b
(2.L6)

where b is the multíplicity

of 
.f1(s) 

) . Hence, without

the multiplicity with respect

Since s (k) Ís a zero

(2.12) that

of the zero at s=so of fr(s) ( also

loss of generality, iË is assumed that

to k is proper

of f(s,k), it follcmrs from expression

fr(s (k) ) + kf2 (s (k) ) = 0
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fr(s(k)) + kof2(s(k)) + (k-ko)f2b(k)) = I

f (s (k) ,ko ) = - (k-ko) f2 (s (k) )

1 -f2 (s (k) )

k-ko f (s (k) ,ko)

Multíplying both sides of equation (2.17) by I s(k)-so ]t

yields

I s (k) -so Jn - [ s (k) -so 1nr, {s {t<) )

f (s (k) ,ko)k-ko

. (2.r7)

(2. 18)

(2.1'9>

that

Since s(k) + so as k * ko, it follows from equation (2.18)

I s (k) -so ]t - [ s (k) -so 1nr, {s {i<) )
lim lim

k*ko k-ko s (k)+so f(s(k) ,ko)

I s (k) -so ]t
- -f¡(so) lim

. s (t<)*so f (s (k) 
'ko)

By assurrption, the rnultiplicity of the ¿s¡e at s=so is proper

with respect to k, f2(se) does not vanish. Since so is a zero of

multiplicity m of f(s,ko) , the [-th derivative t([) {"o,t o) vanishes

for all .Q, = 0,1r..1rm-l. Thus applying LrHospitalts rul-e to evaluate

the limit of the right-hand side of equation (2.I9) yields

I s (k) -so ]* -m! f2 (se)
lin 

-=

k+ko k-ko ¡(m) lso,ko)
(2.20)
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LeÈ

Âs = s(k) - so

and Àk = k - ko,

then, equation (2.20) can be rewritten as

-tcof2 (s)

(2.23)

(2.2L)

Although the root sensitivíty defined by expression (2rI4) becomes

infinite for a mulËiple zero, the lirn:it on the left-hand side of equaÈion

(2.2I) is finite. This suggests the following rnodified definition of

root sensitívíty.

Def íniÈion 2.2.2

The root sensitivity of a zero at s=so of rnultipl-ícity m is

defíned as

-"o't = rin k 
(as)*. 

e.zz)ko 
^k+O ^k

For D=l, expression (2.22) agrees with the definition given by

expression (2.L4)

s^.1 ê
- c"OO.

ko ko

It follows from expressions (2,2L) artd (2.22) thaÈ

so,m -korn! f2 (ss)
. (2.24)

ko f (m) qso,ko)

Now, consider the function

F. (s) =2'-' f (s rke)
(2.2s)



L2

Since Fr(s) has a pole of order m at s=sor the Laurent
a

expansion of f, (s) about s=so gíves

m a-i
F"(s)= X ---+ er(s) (2.26)¿. r-=I (s-so J

r¿here er(s) is the regular part of the expansion and

1 dno-i
a-1 = lin -;J [(s-so)nFr(s)1, (2.27)

(m-í) ! s+so ds--'

particularly

yields

and

Sirnilarly, defining

-korn! f2 (se)
â-p = -r (2.28)

f' (s)
r1(s) = r 

Q.29)
f (s,ko )

m b-i
Fr(s) = I 

- 

+ 91 (s)* i=l (s-so).

rn!f 1(s)
-m f (*) qso,ko)

(2.30)
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Since so is a zero of f(srko),

fr(so)+kof2(so)=0,

1(so) = -kofz(so) . (2. 31)

Thus, it follows from equations (2.28), (2.30), and (2.37) thaÈ

â-m = b-n .

Hence, iË is concluded that the root sensitivity defined by

expressíon (2.22) is equal to the coefficient of the term t/(s-so)n

in the Laurent expansion abouÈ s=so of f2(s) or f1(s).

- Ïn the case of simple root, a-l and b-1 are called the

residues of F2(s) and F1(s) at s=ssr respectively. This is denoted

by

Equation (2.32) agrees with Èhe result obtained in [11], [13], t171.

2.3 QUALITY FACTOR SENSITIVTTY [12.], [T7]

Consider the following biquadraÈic function

a2s2*alsfao

ti; ¿=":'1 = R""[r2(s),so] = nes[F1(s),so]. Q.32)

(2 . 33)
s2+2os1s2+u2

wi.th pole pair (p,p*) = -o I jtrt.

The quality factor as defined by l"fitra [17] is

'u)
Q= 

-2o

I-

(2.34)



L4

and the quality factor sensitivity is defíned by

oQ-dltQ 
k dQ

sÈ=-= 
-.-. 

(2.35)
dlrtk a dk

It follows from expresíon s (2.34) and (2.35) thaË

^O 
odr¡ - r¡do' k

si= 
* *' 

(2'36)

Since p = { + jt.t-t is sinple,

Thus

Therefore

odPkSi=þ-= (-do+jdo)- (2.37)
dk dk

sl -do + jdûr k

p -o+ jr¡ dk

(2. 38)

''Fl

dk

),

rmÞËl
['J

From expressíons (2

Sl and Sl can be shor,m

ûJdo - odûJ

u2 + o.2

) and (2. 33

=

.36

AS

the exact relation between

u2 +o2
(2.3e)

From expression (2.39), it ís observed that. to minimize Ehe quality

factor sensitivity it i" ,r.""""ary.to minimize the imaginary part of tl/n.

sl
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A decomposition method that gives zeto quality factor sensitivity LL21

for the sum case and the difference case has been developed

Although extensive investigations have been made on pole sensittvity

rÉnimizaËion [4], [5], [9], [10], only meager success has been recorded

for Ëhe simultaneous ur-inirn-izati-on of more than one sensitivity measure.

It is observed Ëhat if

SP=mok

where m is a real number, then

and hence the quality factor sensitívity is zero. This suggests a possible

synthesis Èechnique which produces zero quality factor sensitivity wiËh

prescribed pole sensitivity. Polynomial deeomposition techniques that

make pole sensitiviËy proportional to the pole are being developed by

the author.

* 
l,ul 

='



3 Ïhe New Co nfigurctfions ond

Mef hods of

It is well known that feedback improves sensitivity if it is applied

properly; the ideal zero-sensiËivity systelû ( t8l, p.405 ) is a rePresent-

ative example. In this chapËer, based on the feedback theory, t\^to RC acËive

network structures suitable for the realizaiui-on of volËage and current

transfer functions are presented. Methods of synthesis, sensíËivity optíniz-

atíons and stability are discussed. Also, Ëhe dual couterparts are developed.

3.]. THE NEI^] RC ACTTVE NETI^IORK STRUCTURES AND THEIR DUAL COUNTERPARTS

The structures presented in the following are developed by usíng

controlled sources. The controlled Ëources are assumed to be ideal and are

defíned as in Fig. 3.1. For convenience, voltage-controlled voltage source

is abbreviated Ëo WS, current-controlled current source to CCS, voltage-

controlled current source Ëo VCS and current-conËrolled vottage source to

CVS.

3.1.1 The New Netrn¡ork St,ructures

T\Àro structures are presented: structure A is designed for the realiz-

ation of voltage transfer ratio and structure B for that of current transfer

ratío. The feedback configuraLion of the structures is the-voltage-shunt

Synfhesis
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(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Fig.3.1 Symbol and Definition
(a) voltage-controlled
(b) current-controlled
(c) voltage-controlled
(d) current-controlled

=l:

=[:

f::l
of conËrolled sources:

voltage source ( WS ),
current source ( CCS ),
current source ( VCS ),
voltage source ( CVS ).

l;;l[::]l:;l

:ll;;llïl

:l[;;]lrl

lïl[;l

feedback typel The feedback neËwork is a passive RC Ëwo-port.

3.1.1.1 StrucÈure A: Voltage Transfer Functíon Realizarion

Structure A shornm in Fig.3.2 consísts of one CCS with gain -o, one

WS with gain J-l , one resister R connected at the output-port of the CCS,

one inpuË RC two-port and one feedback RC two-port. The sígnal-flow graph

representation of the circuit is given in Fíg.3.3, from which the transfer

1 J. Ifillman and

McGravr-Hill, L967,

C. C. Halkias,
p.49L.

Electronic Devíces and Circuíts.
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voltage ratio i-s obtained

-ouRYt2a

l+s¡Ry' azb

representation of strucËure A.

as

v
¿̂

*
1

(s.r)

Fig.3.2 Structr:re A: a realiz.ation of voltage
iransfer ratio.

II V v2vl r

Fig.3.3 Signal-flow graph

3.L.I.2 Structure B: Current Transfer Function Realizatíon

Fig. 3.4 shows the sLructure for a currenL transfer ratio realization.

The structure consists of one CCS r,rith gain -ct, one WS with gain 1.t r one

resistor R terminated in the output-port of the CCS, one output RC two-porE

1

J L2lJ
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and one feedback RC

structure B is given

obtained as

sígnal-flow graph representatisn of

from which the transfer current ratlo

thro-port. The

in Fig. 3.5, is

f â -cruRY12a
T (s.e)

T
1

t+sURyteb

Il I If

Fig. 3.5 Signal-flow graph

a realízation of current
transfer ratio.

VVrLz

representation of structure B.

3.L.2 The Dual Counterparts

The usefulness of duality concept cannot.be overeurpbasized. T\^ro

n-port networks are said to be dual if the voltage vector of one network

J Tzb

'!s
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identical to the currenE vector of the other. In thís section, the dual

structures are derived by using Èhe concept of duality between port-variables

and port-parameters rather than the conventional concept of single-element,

to síngle-elemenE duality

3.L.2.L The Dual of SËructure A

Fig.3.6 id obtained through the dual operatíon on everJ discernibl-e

Ëvro-port of structure A. The signal-flor¡ graph represeritation of the network

is given in Fig.3.7. By the principle of duality, it follows that

î2 -ôûê212"
T (s.\)

1+ôûêâ12brt

Fig.3.6 The d.ual of structure A.

'l2b

Fig.3.7 Signal-flow graph represenËation of Fig.3.6.



-:,-,!. iia,ìlrl;r::::-::.:

2L

IE will be shorsn later that a large ô is desirable from the sensiÈíviÈy

point of view. However, the value of ô is pratically limíted by the nonídeal

input, impedance of the CCS. This shortcoming is diminished by rnodifying

the circuit as shown in Fig. 3.8, where the WS and the CCS are replaced by

t¡¡o VCS with gain -81 and B2r respectively, æd the conductance ô is replaced

by a resisËance R. Sirnple analysis gives the following transfer ratio

T,
I --

T*t

VI

Signal-flow graph

-9r9zR'az^

L*gi5zRr:.zy

Vr rt 12

(s.: )

Fig.3.8 Structure C: ttre nod.ified. structure of Fig 3.6.

I1

Fig. 3. 9

zLzb

representatíon of structuie C.
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3.I.2.2 The Dual of Structure B

Fig.3.10 and Fig.3.11 show the dual of structure B and its signal-

flow graph representation, respectively. Again, by the principle of duality,

it follows thaÈ

^ 
î" -ôûêâ12a

r --
î 1+ôtôâ --1 Azb

(s.6)

î1

Fig.3.11

;
v

¿̂
+

Fig.3.10 The duaf of structure B'

'Lzb

I II v2

Signal-flovr graph representation of fig. 3'10'

VI
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The rnodified

graph representaÈion

transfer function

structure ís

ín Fig.3.13.

shown ín Fig.3.L2

Símp1e analysis

and iËs signal-flovr

gives the following

-lr9zR'rzu
(s.z)

L+gi9,zRzazb

Yz

F1¿g.3.I2 Structure. D: the nod.ified. structure of Fig.3.10.

VtVrvrrrr"Y2

Fig.3.13 Signal-flow graph representation of st.ructure

Y,
a --

1I'1

"Lzb

D.
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3.2 METHOD OF SYNTIIESIS I

In the following, a meËhod is developed for realizing transfer function

using structures A and B. Realizatíon using structures C and D can be

achieved ín a sirLilar way

3.2.I The Metho

For sirnplicity, let k represent producÈ oUR. Equations (3.1) and

(Z.Z) can be rewriËËen in Ehe followíng single expression

T = 
-kYLz" _ 'lLz" 

(3.8)
l+kyr2b F. t,*

LeË

-N(s)
(3. e)

D(s)

be the transfer function to be realized.

Let Q(s) be a monic polynomial hawÍng only negative real zeros and

satisfying the following degree condition

Q(s)o ) rnax[N(s)o, d(")o] - 1

vrhere Q(s)o, N(s)o and D(s)o denote Ëhe degrees of Q(s), N(s), and D(s),

respectively.

Equation (3.9) can be re\,IriÈten as

tl(s) /Q(s)
(3.10)

-D(s) /Q(s)

From Equations (3.8) and (3.10), it follows Èhat,

N(s)
-lrz^ = 

a(Ð
(3.11)
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and

1

-lLzb = 
; 

+

t=
Ft

D(s)

Q(s)
(3.L2)

To reaLíze expressíon (3.9), it is sufficient Ëo realize the two

passive RC two-porËs, N" and N6, having short circuit transfer admittances

given by expressions (3.11) and (3.12), respecÈively.

Since the transfer function does not contain any driving-poinÈ

paramet.ers the synthesis is simple and straightforward. For the second

order case, N" and N6 of a specified -yL2 are tabulated in the literature

l2l, [13], t171.

FurÈhermore, it is noted thaË the zeros and the poles of the

Èransfer function are realízedby the zeros of the short-circuit transfer

admittances of N" abd Nb, respectively; thus they can be located anywhere

in the complex s-plane except on Ëhe positive real axis. Hence, Ít ís

concluded that the proposed structures are capabl-e of realizíng any

rational funcÈion except all-pass functions.

3.2.2 Sensitivity ConsideraËíon

It is clear from expressíon (3. B) that the leakage transmiËtance

is zero and the return dífference for k is

Fk=l+kyLzb. (3.13)

Therefore the netr^rork function sensiËivity with respect to k is given

by expression (2.10)

^Tb-=k + kYrz¡
( 3. 14)
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Let the companion network N6 b" reaLízed with the nominal val-ue

ko of k, then it follows from expression (3.L2) that

1 D(s)
-y + (3.1s)

L2b ko Q(s)

SubstiËuËing expression (3.fS) into expression (3.14) yields

-Q(s)
(3.16)o kools¡

SubstituËing expressions (3.11) and (3.15) into expression (3.8)

-kokN(s) -kokN(s)

sr

gives

l-

koQ(s) -k[Q(s)+koD(s) ] r(s,k)

Thus, Ëhe pole sensitivity can be obtained frorn expression (2.32)

(3. r7)
s=p

where p is a,pole.

Now, consíder a biquadratic functíon havíng the normalízed

deniminator

D(s)=s2+2os+1
( 3. rs)rvith pole pair

(p,p*)=-'.o,+ j/-l:a

S: = (s-p)Fr (s)
Ko

_ 
(s-p)koQ(s)l 

= 
-(s-p)Q(s)

-l
s=p f(s,ko) I "=p koD(s)

The quality factor sensitivity is given by expression (2.39)
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s9 =-L*lå] (3.1e)-ko olfi Lnj

or using expressions (3.17) and (3.19), it can be shov¡n further thaÈ

sg = --L,* f -"t) -] (3.20)
t<o koo,/ L<-2 | zipl t-o' 

I

Examination of expressions (3.f5), (3.17) and (3.20) reveals thaË

Ëhe sensitivities can be made small by

(i) choosing a suitable polynomial for Q(s) such that the

sensitivit,ies are low in the frequency band of interest.

(ií) Desígning wiËh a large gain ko which can be made large by

taking a large value for R while keeping the active gains finiËe or

unity if it is so desired.

It is íllustrated in Fig. 3.L4 that the desensitizatiort is possible

by choosing a Proper polynomial for Q(s).

Let a second-order D(s) be defined as expression (3.18), and let

R.

Q(s) = .lÌ. (" + cr,r) (3'2l.)
l-=r

where c!, ts are positive.
l_

(a) Desensitization of t sÏ I' ko'

Fig.3.14 shovs the zero plot of D(s) and Q(s) where s=jo is the

frequency of Ínterest, dL, dZ and n. are the dist.ances from s to p, P*

and -cl ., respectively, ô. is the dístanee from -cl . to p'

'Expressions (3.15) ' 
(3.18) and ( 3.2L) give

9"

- II (s*cl.)
sT = i=l a' (3.22)
Ko ko(s2 + 2os + 1)
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Therefore

9"

ln.
í=1 l- (3.23)
kod1d2

Fie. 3. 1)+ Zero plot of D ( s ) and a(s ) .

Expression (3.23) índicaËes rhar Ëo minirr-ize Itl.l , iÈ is

desirable to have ri * sma1l as possíble, i.ê., s = -oÍ should be

located as close to the origin as possíble. If within the frequency band

of ínterest, the n. rs ca¡l be so chosen that they are all less than unity,

then it Ís desirable to Èake more than one factor for Q(s), othen"ríse

one factor corresponding to the smallest n, is optimaL

Irl"l =

(b) Desensiri zati-on of Itl.l
From expressions (3.17) , (3.18) and (3.21) , it follor¡¡s that

9"

sP = 
-ill (P*ot)

ko zkoj/ L :7
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Therefore

l_. e. ,

L]Iôt-p I - 1=l- -i'-' Ko' zko,/ L - o2
(3.24)

(3.2s)

(3.26)

(3.27)

Since the smallest ô canbe obtained at s = -o= -o, Q(s) = s*o

ís an optimum choíce. lurthermore, since 6-i, = /-T -7 1s

less than unity, it ís always possible to find more than one factor for

Q(s) with ô, less than unity. Hence, Itl | "* be further lmproved.
Ko'

flowever, cerËain compromises should be made beËween the sensitlviiy and the

reaLizati-on of the passive corpaníon networks. To choose Q(s) = s * o may

cause an unduly large spread of element values for hígh Q poles. It should

also be noted that econoruy would not allow Ëoo many factors for Q(s)

because this would require a large number of passive eleuents.

(c) Desensiri zatl:on of I tl. I

For the first order Q(s) = s * ct, expression (3.20) gives

do' - l-
qx

k_o koo/t-o2

Therefore the qualÍty factor sensítiwiEy cari be made equal to zero

síurply by ehoosing

1
r'Y t

o

'1
Q(s) = s+

o

If Q(s) = (s + ctr) (s + o.r), Ëhen also from expression (3.20) it can

be shown Ëhat

(1 +crror)o- (or+or)
sl

o koo/ L - 62
(3.28)
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Thus t|" w111 be zero if o1 and oZ are so chosen thaÈ

o2-o
u--L aro-L

(3.29)

Since bo.th o, and oZ are required to be positive, q,2 cannot take the

value in the open interval (o, þ.
In concLusion, Èhe optimum soluËion can be obËained by

(1) Ctroosing Q(s) = " * å , so that the quality factor

sensiËirriÈy is zero.

(2) Choosing a sufficiently large gain ko, so that the pole

sensitivity and the network function sensítiwity become very low.

This will be illustrated by an example ín Section 3.2.4.

3.2.3 Stabllity Analysis

A linear Ëime-invariært círcuít is asymptotícally stable if all

Ëhe natural frequencies are restricted to the open lefÈ-half complex

frequency s-plane, í.e., the numerator of the return difference musË

be strictly HunriÈ2.

' The return difference for k is given by expression (3.13)

Fk=1+\

where

\. = kYrzu (3.30)

is the return ratio.

Substitutíng expressÍon (3.15) into expression (3.30) yiel-ds
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\. = kY12b =

For convenlence, leË D(s) be of

expression (3.18) and

(z,zx) = -çor+!¡1

The roots of Ft are the pole pair

ko of k. As k varies, they will move along

Fig. 3. 1-5 .

Q(s) /ko + D(s)'

Q (s)

second-order as defined

(p,p*) at Ëhe

the root locus

(3.31)

ln

Q(s)=s*cl, ( o > o ).

Expressíon (3.31) can be revrritten in Èerms of the phantom zeros

z and z* as fol-l-or.rs

(s + z)(s * 2*)

\=-tn (3.32)
stct

where

(3. 33)

nominal value

as shown in

k=ko

Fig.3.15 Root locus of the return difference.

k=ko
\

-o

z*ÞJ
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If c¿ satisfies

1
0 > ko[( o + 

- 
)z - r]¡

2ko
(s.rl+)

then the phantom zeros vil1 always be complex conjugate and. lie to the

l-eft of the pole pair (trrpx). Hence the circuit is always stable for

k >ko. If k moves in the d.ecreasing d.irection from k9' there are tvo

cases to be consídered.

Case 1 : c¿ < Q o where Q is the quality factor. Ttre complex ,

path of the root locus intersects the jo-axis at

Qho
k=u (s.s¡)

Q+ko

Thus the circuit wil-l oscifl-ate at k = \ with the oscillating frequ-

ency s = ¡ffi , and- becomes unstable for any value of

k-<krr=
0k'o (3'36)

Q+ko

Fig.3.16 Root locus of the

fference for case

return dí-
cr, < Q.

Fíg.3.17 Root locus of the return
fference for case c, > Q

k=ko
\

z

-a -û -o0

o-*"P

di-
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Case

intersect the

2:cr>Q.

jt¡-axis.

The complex path'of

Hol¡ever, the circuit

0ko
1- 

-]Á'u - ,
c+ko

the right half

the root loeus does not

becomes unstable for

k-(

since one of the roots migrates to

frequency s-pIane. '

Consid.er the' ratio

aku ku - ko

-=ko ko

In any case

(s.sr)

plane of the complex

-ko

Q+ko

-ko

for ease 1

for case 2
o,+ko

+ -1 for Ì<o>> rax( oú , Q ).^kj
1-¡\O

Und.er practical operation, this situation ca¡r hardfy occur. Therefore

the systen is highly stable for large value of ko.

In general, for any given l(s) anA Q(s), the same root focus

technique can be applied. to investigate the stability. Any value of k

that shifts some of ihe zeros of the return d.ifference to the right-half

(incl_ud.ing the jo-axis) complex frequency s-pl,ane wil-I make the circuit

unstab]-e

3.2.5 ExamFle : biquadratic flrnction realization vith zero

quality-factor sensitivity and. prescribed. pole and netvork function

sensitivitÍes.
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Consíder the followíng biquadraËfc fr:nctlon

YZ -N(s) ars2+ars+ao
(3.38)

Vt D(s) s2+2os+1

where the deno¡ninator has been no:malized. The most cotrEnon1-y used

Èransfer functions derived from the biquadratíc funcËion are Ëhe 1ow-

pass, high-pass, band-pass and the ellipËic functions:

oo
Tn=-
^! s2+2os+l-

8n32
T- = - (high-pass), (S.+O)* 

"2+2os+1

"1"
l--

b
(band-pass) , (3.41-)

(3.43)

s2+2os+1

"."2+aoJ-=- 2 - (ellipric). (3.42)
" "'*2o's*1

Let T.g, Thr TO and T" be realized as Èransfer voltage ratios with

the prescribed sensitivities :

s9=0
ko

ls,l{:>' , lsT I .. m
^o ^o

and

where m is a prescribed number.

From expression (3.27), a choice of

Q(s) = s +:
a

yields

59 = Q.
ko
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Expreèslon (3.15) gives

Therefore

koD(s) i<o(s2+2os+t)

lsfl(;)¡ = Æzozko

Expression (3.17) gives

(:. \4 )

(s. l+¡ )

(s.\6)

lsP | = /t+oz=
¡ "kor zok /17

o

Hence, to satisfy (3.)+3), it is necessary to choose

Therefore

a(s) = s ++
6

.ko).^".(ry, #, .

It follovs from expressíons (3.11) and (3.f5) that

and

N(s)
FV"rza *f '

o

and -yrz¡=* + s2+2os+1

^o s+l
o
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The corupl-ete realization is shown in Fí9.3.18.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fíg.3.18 Realization of

Eleuent values :

(a) low-pass,
(b) high-pass,
(c) band-pass,

(d) el1iptic.

Rl

R,

R3

R4

Rs

R6

R7

CI

u

R

c1

c2

C 5̂

c4

- L¡o

=ilo
=Ro
= 4o2 ao

= 2ã2

= oâl

=l

= Ll\oao

= o f4a,

= Lfat
= I/o
= t/Z(t-o)
= o /2(2-Õ2)

ko douoRo

(3.47)
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Since o = +>e , it follovs rron (3.37) that the circuit is stable

for

k> úo
ct+ko

ft can be shovn that the quality factor of the circuit is given by

(¡.l+B)

kB- (l-kc7) E

where

k =OURr

A -ReCl ,

B =Rsc+(c5+2G+) , (S.t+9¡

D = G+(l+ReGs) ¡

E = 2RsCq ,

F = (t+neGs)/znac+

Using definítion (2.35)

oQ- xdQux- 
ad" 

t

it can be easily shown that

r3o= ruQo= r$o= .Rr= ruQr= r3,

-gQ-sQ=gQ-sQ-SQ=O-R3 -C1 -C2 -C3 C4 '

oe Ga (t-nscs ) (cs-2c,, )

"G+ td -J"rr2-n' '
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oQ. R5 -Ga
"R. - æ RA Gs+2ãF '

sQ = Gs G,* (Zç,*-GsRs-2 )

' G5 2qz ns (cs+2c+ ) 3

For a hieh-Q pole pair: o((1. Expresslon (3.47) gives

R5 = o/\ ,

Gs=2,

G4 = o'

Ttterefore
oQ - 1

,Lr4 
e2

oQ --1"'Re '
Q2

oQ - -2
Gs 

Q'

. The above calcufations shov that the circri-it in Fig.3.l8 has very

low Q-sensitivity with r:espect to the variations of both passive and.

active elements.

3.2., Higher Ord.er Real-ization

As it was menti-oneil earlier that the proposed. structures are

capable of realizing any rational- transfer function except the class of

all-pass functions. fn constrast to most other synthesis methods, the

proposed. one stil-l- yieJ-d.s smalf sensitivities even for d.irect higher

order realization. Hovever, cascad,ing of second-oid.er seetions is
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recomfiÊnded for the followíng advantages:

(1) The ease in the realizalíon of biquadratic companion

passive network.

(2) The nehT structures have eíther high ínput iupedance or

low output iupedance, so buffer amplifiers may noÈ be needed.

(3) Since there is no leakage transmission, expression (3.14)

shows that ttre network funcËion sensitivíty is independent of the

Ëransmission zeros. consequenËly, pole-zero pairing ís not necessar1¡

from the sensitivÍty poinË of view. However, this fact prowides a

freedom in pole-zero pairing to optinize some other specifications.

(4) Stability analysis is simpler for a lor,rer order system

than the hígher ones.

3.3 METHOD OF SYNTIIESIS II

If Èhe element R in structures A and B ís replaced by an

irnpedance Z(s), then the corresponding transfer functíon becomes

_ouytz"
T(s) =

Y(s) + ouyt-Zb

Sirnilarly, a replacement of R by Z(s) in sËrucËures C and D

yields the corresponding Ëransfer functíon

T(s) =
-Où,oIo2'12a

( 3. s1)
Y(s) + Btg.rt,b

Expressions (3.50) and (3.51) suggest the follovring alternative

synthesís nethod.
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Let the transfer function to be

r(") = n(s)/n(s)

Fron (3.50) and (S.>¡),

Yaz^ =

realizecl be

ß.>z)

negative real roots and.

(:. ir )

Dr (s ) Dp(s )

a(s ) a(s )

it fol-l-ovs that

-1 tr(s )

-t

cru a(s )

n1(s)
, (3.5)+ )

8(s )

r . Dz(s)

ou a(s)

Fron (3.51)

uLzb

and (3.53),

a=a2a

y(s) =

-1 w(s)
-f, ad '

tr(s) 
,

a(s )

Choose a polynomial Q(s) traving only

satisfling the following d.egree condition

Q(s)o )7 maxf N(s)o,D(s)ol - 1

where Q(s)o; N(s)o ana D(s)o denote the degrees of Q(s), N(s) and ¡(s),

respectively.

Divid.ing the numerator and. denominator of (5.>z ) ¡v e(s) gives

T(s) =

w(s )

Q(s ) ( s. rs)
N(s)
Q(s )

D(s )

Q(s )

Y(s) =

and

1 D"(s)and lza = 
%%

It should be noted. that D(s) nust be decomposed in such a vay

that (3.5)+) and. (3.rr) are RC-realizabl-e. The proposed. structures are

very flexible as far as d.ecompositíon techniques are concerned.. Firstl4



sínce Èhe zeros of Dr(s) are to be reallzed by ttre zeros of a transfer 
4L

inmitËance,they cær be located an¡uhere in the compl-ex frequency s-plane

except on the posítive real axis. Secondly, the sign of nr(s) is al-so

inmaterial; yLzb ot "Lzb "^ always be made passive RC realizable by

appropríate choice of the signs of the acËive gains. Consequently, a
:

large nr¡nber of existing decouposíËion Ëechniques can be apllied, some

are listed as follorvs:

In [10], I. M. Horor¡itz presents a RC:-RC decourpositíon

technique that ninimizes coefficienË sensítíwities.

In [4], D. A. Calahan discusses a RC:RL decomposition technique

thaË gives ninimum pole sensitiwl_ties.

In [5], S. S. Haykirn suggests a decomposítion techníque that

yields prescribed pole sensiÈivity.

In [9], N. M. Herbst presents sone decomposiËion techníques

to Trínimizê pole sensit.iwity.

In ll2l, H. K. Kim and C. S. Phan pïopose a decomposiËíon

Ëechnique which gives zero quality faetor sensitÍvity.

The following is an exaruple illustrating the synthesis nethod.

Example: Realíze the band.-pass filter given by

mifr\ - 
Yz 

- 
w(s) 

- -s
-rÈr -

V1 l(s) s2 + 2os + 1

vith zero-quality factor .sensitivity.
According to [12], for the sr:n-d.ecomposition,

l1(s) = s(s + o) ,

and De(s) = o ("*1)
koo

,The pole sensitivity Ís

tt=+e=å(-o+ ¿'rÑ)
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and the qual-ity factor sensitivity is

S.Q =Ko

Thus, choosÍng

a(s )

and 81 =

expression (3.35) gÍves

-1 sP

--+ rn{ "k9}
oy'l- - o' p

o/Ã2 In{ åp
p

Ì = o.

--Lt

-1

"2

-1ã=_'IZa t cÞ102

--t , Dr(s)
¿ \v /

a(s )

1and zrôr =za2a = ;Õ7Ò2

ttl(s )

a(s )

_l

¡z(s)
Q(s )

=S+O,

o(s + r/o)

s,2+2os+1

o + 1,/s

Fie.'3.19 A real-ization of & =
Vr__L
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Using strueture D with R being replaced. by Z(s), The complete

realization is obtained. as shown in Fí9. 3.19.

El-ement val-ues are i

C =1,

cb=1'

Ra=1,

G =o t

Rb=o

It can be shown that

Q= c¡(c + B1e2R¡)
Thus

0tSQ =SQ =S9=C1 82 Ha

,3.=13=.Ho=

sR =l-.vz

1-T '



Co nclusíons -

Two new RC neË¡¿ork structures together with their dual counterparÈs

have been proposed. The sEructures are suitable for realizing volËage and

current transfer fr.rrctions. Accordingly, tr47o ner¡r synthesis techniques have

been developed ín the proposed structures so as to give 1ow sensitivities.

In terms of quality factor sensitívity due to the variatíons of both active

and passive elements, the proposed techniques exhibit some notable advanEages

over the existing netr¿ork configuratíons as illusËraËed in Table 4.1.

Besides Ëhe low sensitívitf merit, the proposed structures have

the following distinctive features. The passive companion RC two-ports are

required to satisfy only one trùo-port parameter, viz., Yl_2. A large loop

gain can be obËained from a large value of a resistor and therefore

reaLízaEion r¡ith finite active gains is possible. Consequently, the proposed

structures are useful over a wide frequency range. Furthermore, structure A

derives its output from the output-port of a VVS and structure B has as its

input-port Lhe input.-port of a CCS, hence buffer amplifiers may be eliminated

in cascade realízatíoo of second order sections. Although the developmenË

in Chapter III has dealt mainly with the second-order functions, the extension

to any higher-order funcEion excluding the all-pass functions, is straight-
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Filter Tfpe
Control]-ed
Sources I 

tR,.l l'ßl

Sallen &

Key

*ve t_ ee eG

k

-ve l_ \< '4 cQ2
k

Hami].ton&Sedre
Single 0A [7] L \<1 hq

k

Moschytz ÍzLJ
MSFEN 2 1

l+q

k
Kennrin rHuelsman
&Ner¿comb l22lState Varíab1e

3 <.%
2q>r

Ha¡ri ]-ton&Sedr¿
Doubl-e 0A [7]

2 €co .R
.\q
k

Moschytz l2LJ
HSFEN 3 cc q'R

.2Q
k

Method f 2
2

o

Method. If 2 \<% 0

( t* is the quality factor of the tvin-T network in the cited. methods, )

Table 4.1 Comparison tablel.

forr+ard. Since pole-zero pairing is not necessary from sensitivity point

of view, it may.be ueed to optimize some other specifivations

Method of synthesis II also reveals that the roots of one of the

component polynomials in the polynomial decomposit.ion are no longer

restricted to the negative real axis. The relaxation of this constïâint

provides some freedom in the development of the decomposition techniques

1 The table is excerpted partially from Fig.9 in [7], the last Ëwo

ro\^/s are added showíng the results obtained in Chapter III.

9R=3

QR=5
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tha¡ minirn-ize simultaneously L\"Io or more sensitívity criteria. Some

work along this direction remains to be done. In Chapter II, a simple rnethod

has been suggesËed to develop a decomposition Èechnique that gíve s zero

quality facÈor sensiti\rity \,7ith prescribed pole sensitiwity.

Finally, iÈ is also r¿orthwhile Ëo nention here that the rnodified

definition of root sensitivity as suggested in Section 2.2 is more general

than the conventional one t19]. The obvious advantage of this definítion

is that it rema-lns finíte, while the convenËional one fails Ëo exist for

Ëhe case of multíple roots. As for the case of simple rooLs, the rnodified

definition agrees \,qith the conventional- one.
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